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Part 1: 2012 and the Art of Co-Creation
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dawning of a New Age for humanity. Many books
have been written and are still being written about
this subject. Pertaining to this, the Internet is highly
peppered with websites referenced to the specific
date of December 21, 2012. Why this date?
This date is based on archeological interpretations
of the Mayan calendar. The Maya were a nation of
people whose affinity for time keeping is
unparalleled when compared with many of their
contemporaries. The classic age of the Maya was
between 250 CE to 900 CE. By 950 CE, they
abandoned their cities and a small group of them
migrated north to become the Hopi Indians of North
America. Currently there are 8,000,000 Maya still
living in Mesoamerica and scattered through out the
area.
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different dimensions and that the reception of
higher energies could be exchanged between the
shamanic priest – king and the populace. The
shamanic priest-king was the channel between the
fields of creation and the populace. Sometimes the
uses of mushrooms with psychedelic properties
were used to enhance the shamanic perception of
such attunements.
The three major Mayan calendars that researches
have designated as the most important are the Haab,
Tun, and Tzolkin. The Haab is a 365 day calendar
and was used to track seasons, taxes, and farming
cycles. The Tun was the prophetic calendar of 360
days. The Tun according to researchers is the
calendar used to tract the wave of creation, the
divine plan. The Tzolkin calendar was known as the
sacred and ritual calendar. The Tzolkin calendar
consisted of 260 days and revealed the intention of
creation for each day.

The origin of the Mayan calendar came from the
Olmec and the Izapans. The Olmec and the Izapans
were really the proto-Maya. By 1519 CE, the
Spanish conqueror Hernando Cortez landed in
Mexico and suppressed the indigenous peoples of
Tabasco. The Aztec was the dominant empire at
that time and was wiped out by Cortez within two
years. The Aztec calendar followed the Mayan
calendar.
The Maya had over eighteen calendars for various
reasons. Some were just to plot the path of the
Moon, Venus, Saturn, or the seven stars of the
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.The Maya also had long serpentine poles
or gnomons. Gnomons were held vertically like a
sundial to see if there was any casting of shadows
on certain days. When there was no shadow, the
Sun could be said to be at its zenith. The Maya
considered such times as connections between

All three of theses calendars were used
simultaneously like three gears whose teeth could
be interfaced with each other. All three turned one
day at a time giving three different but significant
pieces of information to the Maya. All three
calendars were tied together with what the Maya
called the long count. The Izapans, in Izapa, at

around 137 BCE, originally invented the long
count.
The long count is found on a pillar like structure
known as a stele. These structures were created to
commemorate what period of time or age the Maya
were in. According to the Maya, we are at the end
of the fifth age. Each age is about 5,125 of our solar
years. Our current age began on August 13, 3114
BCE and will end on December 21, 2012 CE.
The Holy Cross
A celestial formation, which only happens once
every 25,630 years, will happen on the December
21, 2012 at the winter solstice. At around 6:01 am
Eastern Standard Time the Sun, Earth, and center of
the Milky Way galaxy will be in conjunction or
alignment. Since the horizontal plane of the Milky
Way galaxy will be on only 27 degrees shy of being
perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic, which is
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Sun, a cross will form between these two planes.
The intersection of these two planes has been
named the Holy Cross by researchers.

The Maya perceived the Milky Way galaxy as the
Great Mother or Cosmic Womb of creation from
which all life, form, and matter proceeded. There is
a dark cleft in the Milky Way, which was for the
Maya the literal Womb of the Great Mother. At the
solstice in 2012, one can envision the birth of the
new Sun from the dark Womb of creation.

13 heavens of creation in multiples of the Tun, a
360-day based system. Thus, progressive
mathematical multiples of the Tun created the nine
underworlds as expressed in the nine stepped
Mayan pyramids of stone like the one in Chichen
Itza. The table below expresses the progression of
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the nine underworlds as they manifested in our
dimension.
Underworld
Universal
Galactic
Planetary
National
Regional
Tribal
Familial
Mammalian
Cellular

DIVINE/WAVE
13 x 20 days = 0.72 y
13 x 20 Tun = 12.8 y
13 x 202 Tun = 256 y
13 x 203 Tun = 5,125 y
13 x 204 Tun = 102,000 y
13 x 205 Tun = 2 my
13 x 206 Tun = 41 my
13 x 206 Tun = 820 my
13 x 206 Tun = 16.4 by

Cycle Begins
Apr 05, 2012
Feb 28, 2012
Sep 14, 1756 CE
Aug 11, 3114 BCE

Spoken Languages

First Humans
First Monkeys
First Animals
The Big Bang

All nine underworlds terminate on December 21,
2012. Each underworld is 1/20 the length of time as
the underworld below it. Another way to say this is
that the each underworld is twenty times faster then
the one below it. A minute is still a minute so time
is not speeding up. What is speeding up is the time
it takes creation to cause consciousness shifts in
humanity. Currently, the knowledge of the world
doubles every two years as opposed to every 1,000
years because of the increased acceleration of the
Divine/Wave. The final underworld, called the
Universal by researchers, will manifest in April 5,
2012 and will only last 260 solar days. Within that
time frame, the part of humanity that is ready for it
will experience the reality of conscious co-creation
abilities with the Divine. This is the Mayan herald
of the New Age.
End of Part 1 of 2 Parts.
Check out my new book and companion DVD
Video at: www.BrianJohnPiccolo.com
The Gospel of Co-Creation book and companion
DVD Video is now available.
Order online today.

The Divine Wave
So, what is the culmination of all this counting by
the Maya? What is it they are counting? The Maya
were counting the rate of acceleration and
culmination of the Divine Wave/Plan as they
understood it. Stele 1 in Coba, Mexico showed the

Check out the events page at:
www.BrianJohnPiccolo.com
Look and see if I will be doing a lecture or
workshop in your area.
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